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SCHOOLS FORUM 

Minutes of meeting held 6th December 2017 

 
 

Time:  2:00pm – 4:00pm 

Venue: Engage  

 
Attendees:  

Wendy Brett (WB) Independent Chair  

Heidi Price (HP) PAPH representative 

Wendy Cording (WC) PAPH representative 

Aaron Meredith (AM) PAPH representative 

Brett Storry (BS) SHAP representative 

David Maddison (DM) PLP representative  

Pat Gould (PG) PAG representative 

Claire Wills (CW) SHAP  Governor representative  

Anita Hemsi (AH) PLT representative 

Brian Lee (BL) Nursery School representative     

Justine Mason (JM) PLT representative 

Julie Bevan (JB) PLT representative  

Ann-Marie Allchurch  (AA)       CE Diocese representative 

Maria Anderson (MA) RC Diocese representative 

Judith Harwood (JAH) Assistant Director, Education, Participation & Skills 

Jayne Gorton (JEG) Education, Participation & Skills – Head of Access & Planning 

Jo Siney (JS) Education, Participation & Skills – Head of SEND 

Helen Slater (HS) Education, Participation & Skills – Finance Officer 

Louise Jenkins  (LJ)                Education, Participation & Skills – Finance Officer 

Nadia Donald(ND) Clerk to Schools Forum 

 

Apologies: 

Brian Jones  (BJ)                     PAPH Representative 

Claire Upton (CU) PLP Finance 

Ian Cording (IC) PAPH representative 

Gordon Cryer (GC)                     PAG representative 

Sarah Gillett (SG) ACE representative 

Martyn Cox (MC) PLT representative 
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Observers & Agenda items  

Richard Woodland  - Coombe Dean – Observer & Agenda item 1 

Shelley Shaw – Agenda item 1 

Jim Rogers – Agenda item 2 

Ed Coley – Agenda item 3 

 

 

1. 
EMOTIONAL HEALTH & WELLBEING UPDATE  

Action 

 
Richard Woodland and Shelley Shaw attended to provide an update on 

the project. RW reported a good level of engagement, which has been 

strongly led with good governance financially. One year and one term 

into project we are beginning to see the impact and improved staff 

awareness within schools.  Young people have access to online and 

face to face counselling. Richard thanked Schools Forum for funding 

this project.  

Project highlights are included within the attached report. 

DM noted that the report indicates a high level of need and asked how 

the impact was being measured. SS responded that outcomes were 

being measured via commissioning, which also provides the next steps 

to evidence. JAH added that it was difficult to segregate impact and as 

more schools become involved this creates a need to look at the 

systems we have in place to assess what we should do more/less of to 

concentrate our efforts on what works well and to avoid duplication. 

SS added that the role of the steering group was to look at making 

services flexible in delivery.  HP noted how important this will be from 

August 2018, when primary schools will lose funding for support and 

the importance of this being taken into primary schools and the reach 

down to support vulnerable young children. BJ added that there was a  

need to look at involvement earlier as there are a lot of attachment 

issues at nursery age. HP added that this would benefit children and be 

better in the long run.  JS noted that this is on the agenda and being 

looked at for vulnerable children and how to use resources effectively. 

SS said that a Green Paper had been released this week and looking to 

respond in terms of local need.  

From a finance perspective the project is forecast to be £83,883.50 

underspent. The report provides options for consideration.  JEG added 
that Schools Forum will today be receiving the report and that all 

underspends will be discussed at the budget setting Schools Forum in 

January 2018.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further 

discussion at 

January 

meeting 

2.  
PTSA UPDATE  

 

 
Jim Rogers attended to provide a report of PTSA activity. School 

Improvement and CPD are working at a high level. There has been 

interest in the work, which has been awarded a grant for language 

development across the city – The Oracy Project.  This is a multi-

agency approach linked to deprivation.  There are currently 31 schools 
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(8 secondary) using at a high level. CPD is being run at most levels in 

line with teacher’s needs. 

JR initially came to Schools Forum 2 years ago and there was a 

consensus for funding to be agreed for 3 years. PTSA have benefitted 

and relied upon this funding and have plans in place to move forward.  

There is a concern regarding school to school support (S2S), which 
offers immediate support to vulnerable schools. A document has been 

provided to Schools Forum regarding the financial element of S2S.  

JR wants to remain inclusive and welcomes discussion with how to 

improve.  

PG agreed that there was a concern re: S2S support and is glad to hear 

that they are looking to continue in the future.  

WC noted that this was a challenge with DSG funding ending. Schools 

need to look at self-funding or need to look at an income generation 

model in order to be self-sufficient with a sustainable model for 

funding.  

JAH added that schools forum have had similar conversations 

regarding other projects with the same points being raised.  We need 

to differentiate the value of PTSA.  

A sustainability plan is being developed and conversations are being 

had to meet the funding challenge.   

JR added that the current scope of S2S is not fit for purpose and needs 

to be adapted for the city. This has been a collective decision re: 

development. WB added that this is being discussed outside of these 

meetings at other established board meetings.  

JAH added that PTSA will be part of our partnership working meetings 

which are due to commence in January 18. PTSA finance report will be 

considered at the January schools forum as a totality of all of our 

options.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further 

discussion at 

January 

meeting 

3. 
DIGITAL POLICY ALLIANCE  

 

 
Ed Coley attended to provide a verbal update regarding digital policy 

alliance and cyber security.  Schools are taking part in a skills pilot and 

we would like to ultimately roll out across all schools, with packages 

and programmes in place to develop.  EC asked for all schools to 

support and become involved.  

There is a campaign to identify those surfing the dark web with 

referrals in place to utilise.  There is a strategic group in place looking 

to develop and grow across the city. The direction of travel is to be 

able to work with businesses to improve their cyber security.  

HP asked about GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations) coming 

into schools. EC is aware of this and this is part of future discussions.  

DM added that the school offer for cyber security will include GDPR. 

Looking at a cost effective offer for schools in the New Year and 

training for schools will be part of the January headline meeting. 
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4. 
NFF/BMG UPDATE  

 

 
LJ/JEG explained the reasons why there were last minute changes to 

the consultation document prior to it being sent out to schools for 

consultation.  There is a process within the department which meant 

that the document had to go to DMT and CMT around the reduction 

in ESG and the decision last year not to charge maintained schools. It 

was felt that politically we had to have this conversation again due to 

the impact that this has had on EPS department budget.  All changes 

were sent out in yellow to Schools Forum members, as well as the 

final version of the document. It was noted that maintained schools 

will not be charged and this message needs to be relayed clearly to 
avoid misconceptions.  

Schools Forum were asked to encourage schools to respond to the 

consultation document which has a deadline of 8th December17. 

Decisions need to be based on a really good consultation process.  

Discussion regarding holding meetings with staff in future to explain 

the consultation as this could create a better response. This suggestion 

will be noted for the future.  

DM asked if the DSG underspend would fund the shortfall within the 

EPS budget. This will be discussed at the budget setting schools forum 

in January 18. ? – not sure what this comment means 

 

 

5.  BUDGET MONITORING  

 LJ presented the latest monitoring position which shows a forecast 

overspend of  £1.392m for 2017/18 (including the brought forward 

overspend).  The previous reported forecast in October 2017 was 

£1.725m (including the brought forward overspend). 

 

 

The overspend areas continue to be High Needs Blocks and Early 

Years Block. Both of which are being addressed and closely monitored.  

 

JS added that the changes made to the Early Years Inclusion Funding 

has attracted attention at a national perspective re: good practice via 

Council for Disabled Children and Plymouth have been asked to 

present at conference next year.  

 

WB added that we should be encouraged by the HNB overspend 

continuing to reduce and thanked SMAP for their work on this and we 

are in a different position to other LA’s. HS is continuing to attend 

SMAP on a weekly basis.  
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6.  ALTERNATIVE PROVISION   

 JEG provided a verbal update that there were number of primary 

heads who have expressed concern regarding alternative provision 

(Not about ACE) and the ability for schools to use alternative 

provisions which are legal across the city.  There is a proposal from a 

MAT to set up an AP and a proposal from ACE. All options are being 

explored and options will be looked at during the February meeting. 

This does not affect our statutory provision of 10 spaces at ACE. This 

is to look at what other support schools need to improve outcomes 

for young people.  

 

 

 

Agenda item 

for February 

18 meeting 

7.  SEND UPDATE & SEND TIMETABLE   

 Feeling more confident from a budget perspective in understanding the 

level of spend. There is robust monitoring in place of HNB governance 

where robust discussions are taking place and welcoming feedback to 

avoid a negative impact.  

 

We have seen a reduction in top up funding as the forecast for 

2017/18 is £187,000 less than 2016/17. This is due to a data cleanse 

exercise which has identified where schools have been receiving top 

up funding for pupils who no longer attend the school. Clawback of 
this funding have now been made and the schools concerned have 

been contacted. Use of an electronic system identified this issue. 

Schools are reminded to check their payments. Any queries to go to 

schools finance team.  

 

At the previous Schools Forum further information was requested 

regarding funding for post 19 needs. This information is included in 

Appendix 2.1 and 2.2.  

 

Band 8+ and Post 16 are areas that continue to need priority scrutiny.  

 

BMG/SEN Work Plan -  A series of meetings will commence in January 

2018 to address the following:- 

- Revised band 4/5 descriptors for SMAP 

- Band 8+ Review work 

- Set out programme of work for Post 16 SEND 

- Request to review specialist equipment process 

 

Discussion regarding the reduction in SEND services. JS is closely 

monitoring this and as opportunities arise looking to be creative and 

maintain capacity, but at a less cost. JS continues to monitor impact on 

services out to schools.  

 

SEN Audit Report – The SEN Audit rolling programme provides 

schools the opportunity to look at SEN. Each school will receive a 

report back. The report provided to Schools Forum shows thematic 

audit findings and points for consideration for schools and the LA.  

 

The finding of this report will go to the next SEND Strategy Steering 

Group to link to SEND reform.  Full report to go to all schools and 
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PAG. Summary to be included in newsletter.  HP asked if school 

websites were checked as they need to remain compliant. It was 

confirmed that they were. 

 

For the 17/18 audits additional elements will be looked at:- 

- Connection between SEN and pupil premium 
- Links to deprivation 

- EHC Support – exclusions and attendance 

- Annual reviews and requests for EHC 

 

WB asked if gender related issues could also be looked at as a theme 

for next year.  

 

Special School Review - A review of the capacity and designation of 

special schools in Plymouth was commissioned and completed by a 

consultant over summer 2017.  Feedback has been presented to the 

LA and special school head teachers. Key findings are contained in the 

attached report.  An outline of the entire project will be available by 

31st December 2017 in readiness for planning with schools between 

January-July 18. A BMG will be prepared by March 2018. 

 

8. EDUCATION, PARTICIPATION & SKILLS BUSINESS CASE 

UPDATE 

 

 JAH provided an update. Meetings are being convened with vice chairs 

to look at what a potential partnership model might look like. 

Discussion re: vice chairs and not chairs due to capacity and also to 

keep things fresh. Small group will look at framework and then go out 

to a wider group.  Looking at collecting ideas and consolidating 

resources under a memo of understanding.  PG asked if governors will 

be involved. JAH said that there is a need to bring governors up to 

date and bring into the conversation. At a recent governor’s 

conference there were only a small number of schools represented 

and there is no clear way to get the message out to governors due to 

schools now buying in their own CPD, so no clear list of who to 

contact.  PG added that it is very difficult to get governors together. 

 

 

9. Dates of future meetings  

  6 December 2017- 2pm–4pm at Engage 

 17 January 2018 - 2pm–4pm at Engage (budget setting) 

 21st February 2018- 2pm–4pm at Windsor House  

 20 June 2018- 2pm–4pm at Engage  

 

Please note that the 7th March 2017 has been changed to 21st February 

17. This is due to a consultation regarding Early Years needing to be 

approved by Schools Forum by 28th February 17. ND will send a 

summary of meetings including BMG’s to all members.  
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